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Broome-Cape Leveque Road
Upgrade Project

Sealing will commence next year, maximising local Aboriginal employment and
training under Main Roads direct management. Delivering over 50% of earthworks
to-date, the project remains on track for completion in November 2020.
Project delivered under direct management
The project is being delivered by direct management, whereby
Main Roads engages plant, labour and services from a
number of local sub-contractors, to form work crews, who
undertake a variety of activities in the construction of the new
road.

operators to receive onsite training and assistance through
interaction and mentoring from site supervisors and the more
experienced operators.
Construction Manager, Cobus Grove gives insight into daily
construction activities “each morning at pre-start, crew
members are engaged in the daily planning of the works.”

The various work crews include plant operators with a range
of experience, providing opportunities for the less experienced

Construction of the
Broome Cape Leveque
Road Upgrade progresses
southwards while traffic
uses the existing road
alongside the new road
formation.
Joseph Victor, traffic controller of Kullarri Regional
Communities Indigenous Incorporated from Beagle
Bay community, April 2019.

The Broome Cape Leveque Road Upgrade Project is
jointly funded by the Australian Government and Western
Australian State Government under the Northern Australia
Roads Program

Worker Safety and Leadership Walks
As part of onsite safety, Main Roads managers undertake leadership walks. Project Manager Phil Tweddell often visits the
work site and meets with crew members to discuss work practices and progress. Shown below are recent meetings with
operators and traffic controllers employed by Roadline Civil Construction and Kullarri Regional Communities Indigenous
Corporation traffic.

Left to right, Photo 1: Brett Gordon, Ester Kadibul (roller operator), Phil Tweddell and Joseph Victor; Photo 2: Daniel Bassan (excavator
operator), Phil Tweddell and Joseph Roe; Photo 3: Phil Tweddell, Brett Clifton, Calab Clifton and Karl Owen, June 2019.

Cultural Awareness Training

NAIDOC celebrated at Beagle Bay

Jabirr Jabirr/Ngumbarl elders, Pat
Torres and Betty Dixon travelled to site
to provide cultural awareness training.
Starting with a smoking ceremony,
the elders shared some of their
history and cultural knowledge with
the workers. Workers expressed their
appreciation and how they gained a
better understanding of the Jabirr Jabirr/
Ngumbarl people and their culture.

This year Main Roads supported NAIDOC celebrations with Beagle Bay community.
The day’s events included a footy scratch match, boomerang throwing, spear
throwing, net throwing, traditional foods of dugong caught by the Nyul Nyul Rangers,
fish and damper together with an Aussie BBQ. Live music was performed by
community musicians, who entertained the crowd playing country rock songs. A
great day was enjoyed by all, thanks to the community navigators and volunteers.
Main Roads and Kimberley Aboriginal Medical Services sponsored the occasion.

Jabirr Jabirr/Nyumbarl Elders Pat Torres and
Betty Dixon provides cultural awareness
training to on-site workers, June 2019

Beagle Bay community gathers for NAIDOC activities, July 2019

WANT MORE INFORMATION?
Contact Carmen Murdock, Project Community and Stakeholder Manager
E: carmen.murdock@mainroads.wa.gov.au
More information is also available at www.mainroads.wa.gov.au

